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The Sight Test: Refraction and Examinations of the Eye for the Purpose of Detecting Injury, Disease or Abnormality: The Public Health Case

Early detection of disease and abnormalities that can only be detected through a comprehensive eye examination that includes an ocular health assessment is essential for public health as late detection increases the likelihood that irreversible damage will have occurred. The World Council of Optometry believes that refraction should not be offered as a ‘stand-alone’ service even in areas where there are high levels of sight loss through refractive error. The optometric workforce needs to be developed globally, allowing scarce and more expensive ophthalmology resources to be directed at areas where medical intervention is necessary.

Patients who have a ‘refraction only’ service may assume their eyes have been examined to see if they are healthy. A comprehensive eye examination also includes an assessment of how both eyes work together and a full eye health assessment, as well as refraction. In addition to examining the health of the eyes, this assessment may identify other health issues that include, but are not limited to, injuries, certain neurological disorders, high blood pressure and diabetes.

There is evidence that signs of treatable retinal and posterior pole eye disease are more likely to be detected during procedures conducted as part of a comprehensive eye examination. While some of these diseases may be accompanied by symptoms of visual loss or disturbance others may be symptomless. It has been suggested that glaucoma detection could be improved by increasing the general population’s participation in eye examinations.

Eye health is too important to take any unnecessary risks. The World Council of Optometry believes that safeguards to prevent stand alone refraction would serve patients well and reduce the economic cost of avoidable blindness to individual patients, as well as to society.
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